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November 2021

BREAKING NEWS | “Causal Origins of RF-EMF Electrostress”

Anno 2021, scientists who are involved in EMF electrostress research still have no idea/no clue of its main
causal origins. It seems they just have a very vague impression that some kind of non-thermal radiation
inside thermal wireless communication signals could be involved.
New developments of anti electrostress devices, astonishing observations and fundamental research lead to a
tremendous breakthrough by discovering causal origins of EMF electrostress and solutions to prevent and
reduce it.
After performing our first microscopic life blood analyses of Rouleaux Formation of Red Blood Cells (RFRBC) induced by cell phone wifi radiation in May 2020, it took 12 months to identify and prove its causal
origins, their nature and biologic impact.

After a preface, the following report tell some ins and outs of our extensive research and investigations.
!!! Let me tell you this already: These causal origins are unlike anything what you would suspect.
Your imagination will be put to the test!

Why reporting this on LinkedIN you might think?
Simply, there is NO time to waste in this battle against this progressively growing level of exposure,
complexity and biologic health impacts of electrosmog. Second, to inform and invite professionals,
scientists, physicians and therapists who are involved in electrosmog and electrostress.

Sincerely,
Ed Doggen @ Vortex Care - The Netherlands.
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PREFACE

Up till January 2017 I only knew the word ‘Electrosmog’ and what it meant. As a specialist in Sound
Perception and Room Acoustics a first concrete confrontation, which wasn’t an unpleasant one, caught my
professional attention. Two split seconds showed instantly a dramatic impact by electrosmog, I guess mainly
caused by electric fields, on my body, my hearing, my perception of sounds … my field of expertise.
During 3 years of exploration and studies, I discovered about 10 personal E/M/EMF (Electrostress)
sensitivities. Very diverse slight/minor symptoms and issues in terms of hearing and tinnitus, vision, lightsensitivity and blinding effects by light (day and night), bad speech-ability, physical reactions and mobility,
restless chest-feeling, concentration problems and uncontrolled muscle contractions. Also I discovered
specific intolerances and sensitivities because of cow milk and dairy products, and LED light which caused
very bad sleeping.
So you would think, what a sensitive guy. Fortunately, because of adequate measures I took, most of these
symptoms, issues and intolerances are currently minimized (and under control) or history. Even though the
tinnitus remained, I feel quite well, energetic and sleep much better.
Late 2017 I started a professional cooperation with the German manufacturer of bio-energetic products,
Musik & Akustik - Norbert Maurer (brand-name: Vortex HiFi), whose expertise was mainly focussed on
improving the quality of the senses, especially the hearing.
A paper I wrote in 2018 about my first professional explorations was published in June 2020 in the Dutch
magazine ‘Music Emotion’. Link
A public paper about preventing EMF electrostress, which I wrote during 2020/2021, was published in June
2021 in a Dutch online magazine. Link
December 2019 this manufacturer informed me that he developed new devices to prevent EMF electrostress
and geopathic stress to improve the perception of sound. In January 2020 we tested his new devices in my
studio. I was extremely impressed by his new achievements and their overall positive physical and mental
effects. Then Covid-19 started, which gave us a lot time to explore and test these new devices.
At first we tested their initially targeted purposes.
Then somewhat later we investigated their true nature as potential anti EMF electrostress devices for their
newly intended general purposes for preventing and reducing electrostress.
Covid-19 lockdowns in 2020/2021 gave us all the time and opportunities to perform this research in a
specific routine of approach which I did follow many times during my 20 years profession as corrosion,
material, quality and production engineer at Volvo Car Automotive Industries in The Netherlands.
In 2003 I left Volvo Car to get involved in audio industries and wholesale.
In June 2020 our studies and research started with a tremendous outcome in June 2021.
Because of the already obvious high potentials, Vortex Care was already founded in June 2020.
This research was done truly independent and unfunded.
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ABSTRACT

After first unique observations in June 2020 it took 12 months of extensive research to identify the already
assumed existence and influences of non-thermal radiations, which are ‘hidden’ inside EMF communication
radiations, causing electrostress. Based on many microscopic analyses of Rouleaux Formation of Red Blood
Cells (RF-RBC) we managed to locate their true sources, reveal their identity and confirm their tremendous
biologic impact on RF-RBC, which is a temporary cluttering of red blood cells.
Based on other unique observations in January 2021 we were able to define an overall theory of how these
non-thermal radiations get into RF-EMF communication radiations, where they come from, how they travel
within (wireless) communication networks, how they reach the human body, how they get active inside a
human body and cause specific electrostress reactions, which specific parts of these non-thermal radiations
are really causing electrostress and what their true nature is.
Based on 600 microscopic analyses of RF-RBC in life blood, induced by WiFi radiations and geopathic
sources, we investigated and proved every main step of this theory. To understand how this theory in its full
extent really works, the principals are quite easy to explain by saying “picture a radio broadcasting process”.
For most of the microscopic analyses we used a Motic Panthera C Trinoculair microscope and a Moticam
1080 BHM microscope camera/LCD-display to monitor and record the earliest stages of RF-RBCs behaviors
under a microscope, approximately starting at 15 seconds after taking blood samples.
The total of investments in all equipment, devices and accessories for all experiments was up to U$ 6,000.
Already in May 2020 we observed how the newly developed advanced anti electrostress (AAE) devices
prevent and reduce physical electrostress reactions, including RF-RBC. During many experiments in
2020/2021 we obeserved and recorded such RF-RBC behaviors many times.
The AAE-devices are already available, easy to apply and easy to use in all relevant indoor situations.
They can be applied to any electronic gear emitting RF-communication signals, including cell phones,
tablets, laptops, wireless Dect phones, bluetooth devices, WiFi-routers/boosters, computers, all Internetof-Things related devices, electric cooking appliances, etc. and mains power, solar and (floor) heating
systems. The incorporated Vortex Oscillation Alignment (OA) technology also improve the performance
of anti electrostress devices of other brands, such as Schumann resonators, and all kinds of electronic
therapy devices.

The Vortex Care AAE-program provides all-in-one customized devices for preventing and reducing EF/EMF
electrostress reactions induced by ELF/LF/HF radiations at home (office), school/college, work/office, gym/
sports, medical/care centres, in all public rooms. So practically anywhere. The first easy and important steps
are to attach the Vortex Care OACards to the above mentioned (personal) wireless communication devices.
For many people, more or less suffering of Electrostress or severe Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitivity (EHS),
the AAE Devices will be a serious step to improve their well-being and maybe lower their sensitivities.
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CAUSAL ORIGINS of RF-EMF ELECTROSTRESS 1/2

Guess What?! The causal origins of EMF Electrostress reactions are really non-thermal radiations, in fact
parts of geopathic (earth) radiations. These are specific but very common oscillating energy structures,
globally and continuously emitted by countless earth radiation zones at the earth surface (a.k.a. geopathic
zones). This means there are millions of access points to the local and global (wireless) communication
systems/networks including at cell phone towers, server stations, WiFi routers and hotspots, etc., where these
non-thermal radiations enter into and modulate in thermal communication radiations, and in airborne
situations. Still we don’t know yet what their exact true nature is. Presumably certain kinds of oscillating
energy structures, possibly radiated by crystalline earth materials, probably of biophotonic nature,
modulating inside geopathic radiations, and being extremely biologic active!
As said: Your imagination will be put to the test!
Thus, thermal RF-EMF communication radiations, in which these specific non-thermal geopathic radiations
are modulating, do operate as carrier waves, transmitting these non-thermal radiations throughout the whole
(wireless) communication network throughout the globe until they reach the bodies of life organisms.
During this ongoing transmission process, all thermal EMF communication radiations/systems worldwide
are constantly ‘harvesting’ these geopathic radiations, and in airborne situations spreading out in all 360°
directions, reaching and more or less affecting flora and fauna.
We discovered and confirmed how these non-thermal radiation parts modulate into pulsating thermal RFEMF communication radiations, how these oscillating energy structures travel, reach and enter the bodies of
life organisms, so they are able to induce/trigger electrostress reactions.
Entering a living body, the non-thermal radiations will be released/set free, because only thermal RF-EMF
radiations will be absorbed by water and transformed into heat. The released/liberated non-thermal
radiations will get and remain biologic active, inducing/triggering many specific electrostress reactions in all
sensitive body cells and tissues.
Still there will be parts of these pulsating thermal RF-EMF communications radiations that will not be
absorbed (completed) by water and therefore not transformed into heat. These can reach deeper parts of the
body where they can damage sensitive (organ) cells and (brain) tissues, including DNA.
To make this theory easy to understand, compare this whole transmission process with a radio broadcasting,
in which a signal amplification in a cell phone at the end is a decisive step towards inducing/triggering
electrostress reactions including the RF-RBC. Why …? Because the incoming non-thermal radiation will be
amplified too in a WiFi cell phone/device, therefore getting much more biologic active, and after transferring
being send out again within a thermal WiFi-signal by this cell phone/communication device.
We investigated and proved every step of this theory under strict, thoroughly tested and reproducible
conditions: from known geopathic radiations emitted at ground level and modulating into WiFi-radiation up
to inducing/triggering red blood cells that rapidly go into Rouleaux Formation during the exposure to WiFiradiation streaming audio/video data.
!!! Avoiding any other EF/MF/EMF influences, we recorded also that a clean WiFi radiation, produced by a
commercially available WiFi/HD-device (powered by batteries), streaming the same audio/video data
directly to a cell phone, is NOT causing any RF-RBC behavior … at all. RBC’s in blood remained perfectly
free flowing.
This same exposure situation, but with the WiFi/HD-device powered by a switching power device connected
to the mains system caused spiky red blood cells !!! Because of the presence of some unknown Dirty-Power
(>100 GS) in the mains system, this issue was not further investigated. However we can imagine that spiky
red blood cells could be caused by some specific parts of Dirty-Power, and is just like the RF-RBC a
temporary state.
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CAUSAL ORIGINS of RF-EMF ELECTROSTRESS 2/2

In all relevant experiments, rule out any other EF/MF/EMF influence, we used that same WiFi/HD-devices
(powered by batteries) and streaming data to prove and confirm every single step of this theory.
We monitored and recorded many behaviors of Rouleaux formations and de-formations of red blood cells in
terms of sensitivity, speed and degree.
Based on the first 250 microscopic analyses and evaluations we were able to define a scale of 6 distinct
speed and degree levels of Rouleaux formation (Appendix 1).
Still, after finishing our research some questions remained and many new questions raised.
One particularly question that intrigues us:
How many peoples bodies really do develop RF-RBC during exposure to WiFi-radiations?
3-5%, like the estimated amount of people being EHS?!
The answer to this question could give new leads or clues regarding people being EHS determined by nature.
Or does Electrostress/EHS develop during long term electrosmog exposure?!
Probably RF-RBC could serve as a Bio-marker to diagnose EHS and Electrostress.
Also it would be interesting to know the RF-RBC sensitivity in all age categories.
Since we are not licensed to do any tests on other people we cannot perform such tests ourselves.
During Covid-19 lockdowns we were limited to perform all experiments and RF-RBC tests on our ourselves.
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PREVENTING/REDUCING RF-EMF ELECTROSTRESS

The final important facts are:
- We have the knowledge and the know-how of 'Oscillation Alignment’ (OA) technology that will prevent
and reduce EMF and other related electrostress reactions on local scale. And, if I’m not wrong, maybe
also on regional and global scale.
- We have AAE-Devices for indoor applications and personal indoor/outdoor applications commercially
available, to be used as separate devices and as all-in-one customized devices. AAE-Devices for outdoor
applications are in progress.
The oscillating energy structures of this OA modulate and travel inside RF-EMF radiations up to at least
6GHz. We recorded that these OA energy structures modulate and travel also in ELF radiation of 7.8Hz
(Yes, the Schumann-Resonance frequency) and even lower 3.0Hz, using a Vortex Care OACard attached to
mobile METRONOM-C and MEDISEND-devices of AMS. This would implicate that these ‘Oscillation
Alignment’ energy structures also modulate and travel inside all EMV radiation frequencies from >0Hz to
6GHz, maybe even higher. For 2G, 3G and 4G the contribution of the OA-technology is obvious, for 5G
and future 6G and above we don’t know yet, but we think … yes!
Recently we recorded that these OA energy structures also modulate and travel in visible LED-light at 1000,
2000 and 4000 Lumen. This could implicate that oscillating energy structures of geopathic radiation will
modulate and travel in all non-ionizing electromagnetic radiations from >0Hz up to ultraviolet (UV)
radiation. That could explain a possible biophotonic nature.
We found that the more intense this light is, the bigger the positive biologic OA-impact. This tells us that
increasing the level of RF-EMF exposure, the more biologic active non-thermal radiations become. This
could explain why some people quickly or ‘spontaneously’ develop/show electrostress and EHS.
We also recorded that OA energy structures modulate and travel in a 50Hz modulating electric field and in a
static magnetic field, showing astonishing positive effects in specific physical electrostress reactions:
Strength/Coordination-test.
All the easy to apply and use Vortex Care AAE-Devices incorporating the Oscillation Alignment technology
at wireless communication devices/gear prevent electrostress reactions, therefore reducing EMF electrostress
to less or unsensitive levels, which depends on the extent of a personal Electrostress-fingerprint and trigger
levels of electrostress and/or EHS.
Fields of local Vortex Care AAE-applications vary from homes, school class rooms, (home) office and work
spaces, sports and gym facilities, public spaces to hospitals, other medical/care centres where RF-EMF
communication systems are actively radiating. So practically seen everywhere where such wireless
communication systems are active and becoming more active.
Nowadays many (very) young and adult people carry in direct physical contact one or more WiFicommunicating device emitting high levels of thermal and therefore non-thermal radiations. Already by
attaching Vortex Care OACards at the rear of cell phones and/or attaching to power cord inlet of a router,
tablet or laptop, computer and smart-TV are first important preventive steps against EMF electrostress.
Depending on personal electrostress fingerprints and local stress situations it is possible to start feeling better
within 30 minutes. In general it will be within a few days after applying Vortex anti electrostress devices.
If a body doesn’t experience any significant feeling-better/improvement within 6 weeks after applying AAEdevices, we recommend to see a medical doctor for a physical examination. Maybe there is something else
that really needs medical attention. If a MD can’t diagnose anything, maybe the electrostress/EHS is not
related to RF-EMF but to some other kind(s) of electrosmog. Or there is something else at stake which puts
a body in some kind of state of heavy stress/fear. One could consult a bau-biologist, … or mental therapist.
As already stated: ‘Electrostress is the sum of all fears’.
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CONCLUSIONS

One can get carried away by all new information, comparisons and impressions, so let’s stick to the facts.
Causal origins of EMF electrostress are definitely non-thermal radiations, modulating and traveling inside
thermal EMF communication radiations. These non-thermal radiations are specific but very common
oscillating energy structures inside geopathic (earth) radiations, and being biologic extremely active.
Thermal communication radiations themselves cause slight heating of body tissues. They are more or less
responsible for (severe) cell damages, breaking molecules inside cells at very specific and critical catalytic
moments of chemical reactions. Such damages, including in DNA, are irreversibly.
These geopathic radiations can modulate/travel in all non-ionizing EMF radiations from >0Hz up till
ionizing UV-light, maybe even in ionizing UV-light.
Specific but very common parts of geopathic radiations cause Rouleaux Formation of Red Blood Cells
(RF-RBC) and other physical reactions in organisms, commonly known EMF Electrostress.
The biologic very active Oscillation Alignment (OA) energy structures, modulated into thermal communication radiation, overrule the biologic active geopathic/non-thermal radiations, thus preventing them to induce/
trigger EMF Electrostress reactions, including RF-RBC in life blood (see pics page 9), already to be noticed
after 10 minutes of exposures.
Physical Strength/Coordination (S/C) tests show negative physical impacts of RF-EMF and geopathic
radiation, and show instantaneous positive reactions when adequately applying the Oscillation Alignment
devices.
Microscopic analyses of RF-RBC is the only method to visualize and prove the existence and impact of such
non-thermal radiations.
Clean thermal communication radiations do not induce RF-RBC.
When RF-RBC is tested under adequate conditions and a strict defined procedure it could be used as a BioMarker for testing people on EMF Electrostress and/or EHS.
People showing severe EMF Electrostress reactions are Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitive (EHS).
Still it is not sure if EHS is determined by nature or developed by long-term exposure to EMF radiation.
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(Comparison sheet: Page 14)
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EPILOG

To our opinion Electrostress and Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitivity are no diseases. Up to a point they are
simply our (symptomatic) warning systems, more like allergic reactions, telling us to back-off from nearby
EF/MF/EMF sources. Ignoring these symptoms could lead to stress/burn-out, (symptomatic) physical
complains and/or disabilities. Nowadays many people are already 24/7 surrounded by many and an
increasing number of such radiating RF-EMF sources, being totally unaware of their strong impact and
dangerous nature. MOST IMPORTANT and FIRST PRIORITY therefore is to minimize the exposure level
and time, and to maximize the distance to all kinds of electrosmog sources at home, school, work, gym,
hospitals, everywhere … 24/7.
To lower the RF-EMF exposure duration, the use of eco-routers at home and school is highly recommended,
but still do equip eco-routers with Vortex Care OACards in case such routers are actively radiating.
Unfortunately there are almost no radiation free spaces anymore, and local exposure levels, especially at
home and school, keep progressively increasing. So on local and global scale Electrostress and EHS are
becoming more serious and even more complex problems. An important step is to clearly instruct the public
and your loved ones, especially your children, to lower and limit the exposure to RF-EMF as much as
possible and keep adequate distance from all active RF-EMF sources, … or turn them off when not used.
When this is not possible to achieve, consider using Anti Electrostress devices, Biologic Optimized DirtyPower filtering, eco-WiFi/Dect devices and/or EMF-shielding in more or less extreme EHS cases.
Moving rapidly into the era of the Internet of Things will be a horror scenario for many people being and
getting EHS. Therefore ‘Prevent’ instead of ‘Cure’.
We are convinced and we know that the Oscillation Alignment (OA) technology is a new serious chapter in
the battle against EMF electrostress. The OA energy structures restore many physical parameters and
normalize biologic activities of the human body.
This paper is just lifting a tip of the veil. There are so much more important ins and outs to tell.
We are absolutely convinced that the outcome of our research is of true importance for the public interest and
of true scientific value. It concerns all fields in biological and medical science.
Because there is NO TIME TO WASTE we are willing to share knowledge and know-how for appropriate
purposes and services.

OSCILLATION ALIGNMENT in MEDICAL CARE / SCIENCE

We are absolutely convinced that this Oscillation Alignment (OA) could and should be a new important
chapter for Medical Care and Medical Science, because OA influences can restore many physical
parameters, by normalizing many biologic activities inside a human body regarding heart (hrv) and brain
activities/diseases, cancer developments, infections and inflammations, disturbed central nerve system and
biophotonic cell communications which causes immunity and mobility issues, stress issues and burn-out,
maybe fertility, and many other (electrosmog related) symptoms.
Comparing the lists of physical and mental symptoms of EMF electrostress and geopathic stress you will
immediately notice their strong resemblance.
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GRATITUDE

!!! MANY THANKS to Kees Veenstra, Jeanine
Arendsen and Jo Hooyberghs for their special
contribution to support and guide us with a very
accurate geopathic activity map of our test site.
Without this map, their knowledge and expertise
it would be impossible to setup and carry out this
unique research.
In an early stage of our investigations we
developed a simple and convincing physical test
to locate such active geopathic zones/crossings
very accurately.
To perform such a simple test, only a cell phone
and a Vortex Care OACard are needed.
Based on physical Strength/Coördination (S/C)
tests and microscopic RF-RBC analyses we were
able to confirm the presence and biologic impact
of at least 10 more or less active geopathic zones.
A two minutes footage on this youtube channel
shows how we performed S/C-tests next to, and
on top of, a biologic active geopathic zone.
In this footage, the blue cross marked area on the
studio floor is the centre of this active geopathic
zone. In the drawing (right) this zone is marked
with the number “7”.
Outside the yellow marked area, in this footage,
there is no biologic geopathic activity.
During these S/C-tests I carried a Vortex OACard
attached to an iPhone in WiFi-mode in my trousers
back pocket.
In this 16ft. by 2ft. (4,8x6,5m) room there are
three strong active geopathic zones. During the
research, zone “7” became the reference test zone.
Already at 4ft. (1,2m) centre distance from zone “7”
there is no biologic geopathic activity present, and
therefore RF-RBC didn’t occur.
In total we investigated and tested ten active
geopathic zones in this building, and confirmed
that all show more or less biologic activity towards
RF-RBC, and all have more or less negative impact
on physical strength and body coordination.
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POST SCRIPTUM

Whatever the practical outcome will be in the end, all this new knowledge and know-how will contribute to
conquer the global progressively growing impact of electrosmog and electrostress that severely affect nature
and human-kind.
By publishing all this new knowledge we will not be ‘walking on thin ice’ but on slippery ice. We are sure
that we will pushed around a bit by professionals and people, but sitting-duck and do nothing wasn’t an
option for us.

Wake-up Call:
Electrosmog pollution is another ‘Inconvenient Truth’ (Al Gore - 2006).
To all involved organizations, scientists and professionals: unify and solve problems instead of divert and
depress by blunt ignorance, prestige, disrespect, power and force.
We welcome parties with good intentions for sharing and cooperation.
There is no time to waste. Soil, water and air pollution and climate change … we are all guilty as hell.
We are in this together.

Sincerely dedicated,
Ed Doggen @ Vortex Care - The Netherlands.
Contact: info(at)vortex-care.com

Norbert Maurer @ Musik & Akustik - Germany.
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Appendix 1 | ROULEAUX FORMATION of Red Blood Cells (RF-RBC)

Statement 1: In Medical Science and Medical Care, the role of electrosmog and Rouleaux Formation of Red
Blood Cells is to our opinion totally underestimated in its regular daily presence and impact in many health
issues, starting from simple headaches and concentration problems up to heart failures and cancer diseases.
Our research showed that RF-EMF radiation and geopathic (GP) radiation cause more or less, severe, even
extreme RF-RBC in life blood. (See Page 9)
When RF-EMF and GP radiation are simultaneously biologic active in a human body, the RF-RBC impact
will become even much stronger up to more severe, dangerous and even life threatening levels.
As mentioned earlier (Page 6) based on 250 microscopic life blood analyses and evaluations we were able to
define a scale of 7 (from 0 tot 6) distinct degrees and speed levels in Rouleaux Formation (see next page):
“0” means perfect blood - no Rouleaux Formation after 3 minutes under the microscope after taken a blood
sample.
“6” means already within 1 minute, even within 15 seconds, after taken a blood sample - 100% dense
Rouleaux Formation without any free flowing red blood cells. Already during pushing out a drop of blood
onto a fingertip, you’ll see slightly darkish colored blood. This indicates already a strong RF-RBC when
blood is leaving the body. It is darkish because you see the black shadows of the very dense Rouleaux
Formations above it.
The other 5 degrees are quantified in the following order:
“1” 25% Rouleaux Formation after 3 minutes under the microscope, a first clear tendency towards RF-RBC.
“2” 50% Rouleaux Formation after 3 minutes under the microscope.
“3” 75% Rouleaux Formation after 3 minutes under the microscope.
“4” 100% Rouleaux Formation after 3 minute under the microscope.
“5” 100% Rouleaux Formation after 2 minutes under the microscope.
The RF-RBC is a temporary state of blood cluttering depending on the duration of exposure of inducing/
triggering EMF radiation and the EMFs signal strength at the skin surface before entering the body.
After examining the behavior, degree and speed of all RF-RBC analyses we estimate that the Rouleaux
Formation is induced by some kind of heavy Cytokine-production inside the red blood cells (RBC), pouring
out at the hollow sides of RBCs. The +/-polarity which the RBCs create during this Cytokine-secretion/
storm create a situation in which the RBCs quickly stick together like magnets in this Rouleaux Formation.
Would we be wrong in this assumption, please tell us and convince us.
All wandering theories about RBC being magnetically sensitive for thermal RF-EMF communication
radiations, therefore start to act as magnets, are to our opinion not valid. RF-RBC induced by extremely low
levels of Geopathic radiation being extremely biologic active confirms our statement regarding Cytokine.
Taking the turbulent blood flow inside the arteries and (capillary) blood vessels into account, we don’t expect
any or any serious physical impacts in normal healthy bodies at RF-levels at level “1”.
The Rouleaux bonding between the RBC’s is too weak. At level “2” and “3” it depends on the duration and
the frequency in repetitions of the RF-EMF/GP exposure. But the Rouleaux bonding could be strong enough
so that Rouleaux Formation actually can happen inside blood vessels and start blocking the blood flow to
capillary blood vessels. Being regularly physical active on daily basis will decrease troubling RF-RBC,
because stronger blood flow can/will dissolve weak bonding Rouleaux formations quickly or prevent it.
At RF-RBC level “4” the blood flow into and within capillary blood vessels will be seriously disturbed.
When you start notice some tingling in your fingertips while holding a cell phone, this indicates an actual
presence of RF-RBC in your blood.
Adequate Vortex Care AAE-Devices prevent and reduce RF-RBC from happening in EF/EMF/GP exposure
situations.
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Statement 2: When RF-RBC tests and analyses are not carried out under strictly defined and certified EF/
MF/EMF/GP local conditions, defined testing/analyses procedures and adequate physical conditions of test
persons, results are only of less scientific and medical value.
The right picture shows perfect life blood under
neutral (not biologic active) natural local conditions.
The pictures below show six stages of Rouleaux
Formation of Red Blood Cells (RF-RBC) in life
blood induced by RF-EMF radiations and/or
Geopathic radiations:
‘Good’ is the first tendency in RF-RBC at 3 minutes
after taking blood samples.
‘Extreme’ is 100% dense RF-RBC within 15 seconds
after taking blood samples.
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